New 2018 USGS quad records for MBP (831)

Species ID 8179 - Aaron's Skipper (Poanes aaroni) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 509 - American Copper (Lycaena phlaeas) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Delta quad (39076_F3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 509 - American Copper (Lycaena phlaeas) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 509 - American Copper (Lycaena phlaeas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 509 - American Copper (Lycaena phlaeas) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Frostburg quad (39078_F8) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Robert Ferraro was new for the Davis quad (39079_B4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Delta quad (39076_F3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (39076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Mark Johnson was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 564 - American Lady (Vanessa virginiensis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Delta quad (39076_F3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Elicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chichamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Nancy Wyman was new for the Rock Hall quad (39076_B2) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Jim Moore was new for the Prince Frederick quad (38076_E5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 542 - American Snout (Libytheana carinenta) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Phoenix quad (39076_E5) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 547 - Aphrodite Fritillary (Speyeria aphrodite) recorded by Boyer and McDowell was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 547 - Aphrodite Fritillary (Speyeria aphrodite) recorded by Jim Moore was new for the Avilton quad (39079_F1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 537 - Appalachian Azure (Celastrina neglectamajor) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 573 - Appalachian Brown (Lethe appalachia) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Cove Point quad (38076_D4) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 573 - Appalachian Brown (Lethe appalachia) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 573 - Appalachian Brown (Lethe appalachia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 573 - Appalachian Brown (Lethe appalachia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 573 - Appalachian Brown (Lethe appalachia) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 4870 - Appalacian Tiger Swallowtail (Papilio appalachiensis) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Oakland quad (39079_D4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 19349 - Azure sp. (Celastrina sp.) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 19349 - Azure sp. (Celastrina sp.) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 19349 - Azure sp. (Celastrina sp.) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 19349 - Azure sp. (Celastrina sp.) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 19349 - Azure sp. (Celastrina sp.) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Myersville quad (39077_E5) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Middletown quad (39077_D5) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 516 - Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Deal Island quad (38075_B8) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Leonardtown quad (38076_C6) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Austin Jennings was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Public Landing quad (38075_B3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 489 - Black Swallowtail (Papilio polyxenes) recorded by Matthew Beziet was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 633 - Brazilian Skipper (Calpodes ethlius) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 633 - Brazilian Skipper (Calpodes ethlius) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Middle River quad (39076_C4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 633 - Brazilian Skipper (Calpodes ethlius) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Oxford quad (38076_F2) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 622 - Broad-winged Skipper (Poanes viator) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Chincamingo River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 510 - Bronze Copper (Lycaena hyllus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 523 - Brown Elfin (Calophas augustinus) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Mark Johnson was new for the Spotswood quad (39076_D1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Queenstown quad (38076_H2) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Dividing Creek quad (38075_B5) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sykesville quad (39076_C8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Emmitsburg quad (39077_F3) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Myersville quad (39077_E5) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Matthew Bezziat was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Waterford quad (39077_B5) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Dave Webb was new for the Bay View quad (39075_F8) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Oxford quad (38076_F2) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Baltimore East quad (39076_C5) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (Pieris rapae) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whaleysville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (*Pieris rapae*) recorded by **Clare Allocca** was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (*Pieris rapae*) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Finksburg quad (38076_B2) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (*Pieris rapae*) recorded by **Lynn Strauss** was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (*Pieris rapae*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Curtis Bay quad (39076_B5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 495 - Cabbage White (*Pieris rapae*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 575 - Carolina Satyr (*Hermeuptychia sosybius*) recorded by **Jim Moore** was new for the Hollywood quad (38076_C5) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 600 - Clouded Skipper (*Lerema accius*) recorded by **Jim Wilkinson** was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Dean Mahlstedt** was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Josh Emm** was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Mark Johnson** was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 499 - Clouded Sulphur (*Colias philodice*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 503 - Cloudless Sulphur (*Phoebis sennae*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 503 - Cloudless Sulphur (*Phoebis sennae*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Whittington Point quad (38075_A2) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 605 - Cobweb Skipper (*Hesperia metea*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Nanjemoy quad (38077_D2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Jesse Christopherson** was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Cambridge quad (38076_E1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Brendan Crossman** was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore City Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Tyler Bell** was new for the Cove Point quad (38076_D4) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Curtis Bay quad (39076_B5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Tingles Island quad (38075_B2) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Mike Sheehan** was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Stephanie Oberle** was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (*Junonia coenia*) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Saxis quad (37075_H6) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Love Point quad (39076_A3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Gibson Island quad (39076_A4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Julie Simpson was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whittingston Point quad (38075_A2) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Oxford quad (38076_F2) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Georgia McDonald was new for the Baltimore East quad (39076_C5) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Denton quad (38075_H7) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 567 - Common Buckeye (Junonia coenia) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Phoenix quad (39076_E5) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Nanjemoy quad (38077_D2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Gaithersburg quad (39077_B2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Evitts Creek quad (39078_F6) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Emily Carter Mitchell was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 596 - Common Checkered Skipper (Pyrgus communis) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Deale quad (38076_G5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 630 - Common Roadside Skipper (Amblyscirtes vitialis) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 598 - Common Sootywing (Pholisora catullus) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 598 - Common Sootywing (Pholisora catullus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 598 - Common Sootywing (Pholisora catullus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 598 - Common Sootywing (Pholisora catullus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 598 - Common Sootywing (Pholisora catullus) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Mardela Springs quad (38075_D7) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Tim Carney was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Cambridge quad (39076_E1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Marys Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Richard Orr was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Public Landing quad (38075_B3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 578 - Common Wood-Nymph (Cercyonis pegala) recorded by Boyer and McDowell was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 136 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 610 - Crossline Skipper (Polites origines) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 617 - Delaware Skipper (Anartystone logan) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 588 - Dreamy Duskywing (Erynnis icelus) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 588 - Dreamy Duskywing (Erynnis icelus) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 588 - Dreamy Duskywing (Erynnis icelus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39078_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 627 - Dun Skipper (Euphyes vestris) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 628 - Dusted Skipper (Atrytonopsis hianna) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 628 - Dusted Skipper (Atrytonopsis hianna) recorded by Lydia Pravel was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Jim Moore was new for the Big Pool quad (39078_E1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Maddie Koenig was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Emily Stanley was new for the Cockeyesville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 559 - Eastern Comma (Polygonia comma) recorded by Bonnie Ott was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 526 - Eastern Pine Elfin (Calliphrys niphon) recorded by Tim Friedlander was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 526 - Eastern Pine Elfin (Calliphrys niphon) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Evitts Creek quad (39078_F6) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Emily Carter Mitchell was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Dennis Fravel was new for the Indian Head quad (38077_E2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Cambridge quad (38076_E1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Cove Point quad (38076_D4) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Saxis quad (39075_H6) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Boxiron quad (38075_A3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Emmitsburg quad (39077_F3) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Dividing Creek quad (38075_B5) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Relay quad (39076_B6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Falls Church quad (38077_H2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 531 - Eastern Tailed-Blue (Cupido comyntas) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (Papilio glaucus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Matt Redman was new for the Langford Creek quad (39076_A5) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bob Cammarata was new for the Sykesville quad (39076_C8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by CHESPAX Biodiversity was new for the Prince Frederick quad (38076_E5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Seaford West quad (38075_F6) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Frostburg quad (39078_F8) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the Broomes Island quad (38076_D5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Manchester quad (39076_F8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the Cove Point quad (38076_D4) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by David Illig was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Sang Run quad (39079_E4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 491 - Eastern Tiger Swallowtail (*Papilio glaucus*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 515 - Edwards' Hairstreak (*Satyrium edwardsii*) recorded by Bonnie Ott was new for the Catotin Furnace quad (39077_E4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 602 - European Skipper (*Thymelicus lineola*) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Avilton quad (39079_F1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 602 - European Skipper (*Thymelicus lineola*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeleysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (*Anthocharis midea*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Edgewood quad (39076_D3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (*Anthocharis midea*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (*Anthocharis midea*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Conowingo Dam quad (39076_F2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Bob Book was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Bel Air quad (39076_E3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Jerald Reb was new for the Church Hill quad (39075_B8) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the Cove Point quad (38076_D4) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 498 - Falcate Orangetip (Anthocharis midea) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Ridgely quad (38076_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Middletown quad (39077_D5) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 603 - Fiery Skipper (Hylephila phyleus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Edgewood quad (39076_D3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 524 - Frosted Elfin (Callophrys irus) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the quad () in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 490 - Giant Swallowtail (Papilio cresphontes) recorded by John Canoles was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 490 - Giant Swallowtail (Papilio cresphontes) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Stephanie Oberle was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wetipquin quad (38075_C7) in Wicomico Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Shannon Schade was new for the Langford Creek quad (39076_A2) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (Strymon melinus) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Dividing Creek quad (38075_B5) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 529 - Gray Hairstreak (*Strymon melinus*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 512 - Great Purple Hairstreak (*Artides halesus*) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F2) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Dave Webb was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Deale quad (38076_G5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Aramas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Manchester quad (39076_F8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F3) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 546 - Great Spangled Fritillary (*Speyeria cybele*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Mark Johnson was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeleysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Lisa Shannon was new for the Seneca quad (39077_A3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Bob Cammarata was new for the Buckeystown quad (39077_C4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Anthony VanSchoor was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 570 - Hackberry Emperor (*Asterocampa celtis*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Conowingo Dam quad (39076_F2) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID 508 - Harvester (*Feniseca tarquinius*) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 508 - Harvester (*Feniseca tarquinius*) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cambridge quad (38076_E1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 508 - Harvester (*Feniseca tarquinius*) recorded by Paul Faatz was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 508 - Harvester (*Feniseca tarquinius*) recorded by Shannon Schade was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 508 - Harvester (*Feniseca tarquinius*) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Calliphrys henrici*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Curtis Bay quad (39076_B5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)

Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Americas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)

Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)

Species ID 525 - Henry's Elfin (*Callophrys henrici*) recorded by Linda Hunt was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Howard Co. (View)

Species ID 620 - Hobomok Skipper (*Poaena hobomok*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)

Species ID 620 - Hobomok Skipper (*Poaena hobomok*) recorded by Joanne Solem was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Kirsten Johnson was new for the Cockeysville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chicomacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Bob Ringler was new for the Winfield quad (39077_D1) in Carroll Co. (View)

Species ID 591 - Horace's Duskywing (*Erynnis horatius*) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)

Species ID 521 - Juniper Hairstreak (*Callophrys gryneus*) recorded by Tim Carney was new for the Towson quad (39076_D5) in Baltimore Co. (View)

Species ID 521 - Juniper Hairstreak (*Callophrys gryneus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)

Species ID 521 - Juniper Hairstreak (*Callophrys gryneus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)

Species ID 521 - Juniper Hairstreak (*Callophrys gryneus*) recorded by Gary Van Velsir was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Dave Kidwell was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the North East quad (39075_E8) in Cecil Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)

Species ID 590 - Juvenal's Duskywing (*Erynnis juvenalis*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Chicomacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Federaulsburg quad (38075_F7) in Dorchester Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Mardela Springs quad (38075_D7) in Dorchester Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)

Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Bill Hubick](#) was new for the Hollywood quad (38076_C5) in St. Mary's Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Bill Hubick](#) was new for the Baltimore East quad (38076_C5) in Baltimore City ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Bill Hubick](#) was new for the Whaleyville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Erica Weick](#) was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Carroll Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Sue Muller](#) was new for the Manchester quad (39076_F8) in Anne Arundel Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Paul Petkus](#) was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39076_E3) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Bill Hubick](#) was new for the Catactin Furnace quad (39077_E4) in Frederick Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Pauline Horn](#) was new for the Cockeysville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Hunter Cheuvront](#) was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Sue Muller](#) was new for the Emmitsburg quad (39077_F3) in Frederick Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Erica Weick](#) was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 601 - Least Skipper (*Ancyloxypha numitor*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Big Pool quad (39078_E1) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Bellgrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Keeleysville quad (39076_D6) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Lynn Strauss](#) was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Josh Emm](#) was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Jim Stasz](#) was new for the Oldtown quad (39078_E5) in Allegany Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 615 - Little Glassywing (*Pompeius verna*) recorded by [Josh Emm](#) was new for the Conowingo Dam quad (39076_F2) in Cecil Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Bonnie Bell](#) was new for the Gaithersburg quad (39077_B2) in Montgomery Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Tim Carney](#) was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Frode Jacobsen](#) was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Erica Weick](#) was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Jim Brighton](#) was new for the Whaleyville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Erica Weick](#) was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Rick Borchelt](#) was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 577 - Little Wood Satyr (*Megisto cymela*) recorded by [Jim Stasz](#) was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 581 - Long-tailed Skipper (*Urbanus proteus*) recorded by [Shannon Schade](#) was new for the Rising Sun quad (39076_F1) in Cecil Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 581 - Long-tailed Skipper (*Urbanus proteus*) recorded by [Jim Wilkinson](#) was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. ([View](#))
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co.  
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Wendy R. Fredericks was new for the Broomes Island quad (39077_C4) in Frederick Co.  
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Dave Webb was new for the Sputatie quad (39076_D1) in Harford Co.  
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Boyer and McDowell was new for the Avilton quad (39079_F1) in Harford Co.  
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Austin Jennings was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co.  
Species ID 551 - Meadow Fritillary (*Boloria bellona*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeleysville quad (39076_D6) in Washington Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whaleysville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Cambridge quad (38076_E1) in Dorchester Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum was new for the Saint Michaels quad (38076_G2) in Talbot Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Eden quad (38075_C6) in Wicomico Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Chestertown quad (39076_B1) in Kent Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Tilghman quad (38076_F3) in Talbot Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the East New Market quad (38075_E8) in Dorchester Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Brendan Crossman was new for the Harpers Ferry quad (39077_C6) in Washington Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Annapolis quad (38076_H4) in Anne Arundel Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Catotcin Furnace quad (39077_E4) in Frederick Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Germantown quad (39077_B3) in Montgomery Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Prince George's Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Gibson Island quad (39076_A4) in Anne Arundel Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the Broomes Island quad (38076_D5) in Calvert Co.  
Species ID 579 - Monarch (*Danaus plexippus*) recorded by Paul Denbow was new for the Claiborne quad (38076_G3) in Queen Anne's Co.
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Pauline Horn was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore City. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (39076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Mardela Springs quad (38075_D7) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Centreville quad (39076_A1) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by David Illig was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Queenstown quad (38076_H2) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Woodbine quad (39077_C1) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Stephanie Oberle was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Cockeysville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Hickman quad (38075_G6) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Preston quad (38075_F8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Manchester quad (39076_F8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Bowie quad (38076_H6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Tim Carney was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Littlestown quad (39077_F1) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Dean Mahlstedt was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Hobbs quad (38075_G7) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 579 - Monarch (Danaus plexippus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 562 - Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa) recorded by Wendy Alexander was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 562 - Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Gaithersburg quad (39077_B2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 562 - Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 562 - Mourning Cloak (Nymphalis antiopa) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID **562** - Mourning Cloak (*Nymphalis antiopa*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **562** - Mourning Cloak (*Nymphalis antiopa*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID **19328** - No Common Name (*Colias sp.*) recorded by Brendan Crossman was new for the Gibson Island quad (39076_A4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **535** - Northern Azure (*Celastrina lucia*) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Oakland quad (39079_D4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **614** - Northern Broken-Dash (*Wallengrenia egeremet*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **614** - Northern Broken-Dash (*Wallengrenia egeremet*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **556** - Northern Crescent (*Phyciodes cocytus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39078_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **556** - Northern Crescent (*Phyciodes cocytus*) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **541** - Northern Metalmark (*Calephelis borealis*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **541** - Northern Metalmark (*Calephelis borealis*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Frostburg quad (39078_F8) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Lisa Shannon was new for the Seneca quad (39077_A3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Rockville quad (39077_A2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Jim Stasz was new for the Oldtown quad (39078_E5) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **572** - Northern Pearly-eye (*Enodia anthedon*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Edgewood quad (39076_D3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Clayton Koonce was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Jim Stasz was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID **635** - Ocola Skipper (*Panoquina ocola*) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID **497** - Olympia Marble (*Euchloe olympia*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **497** - Olympia Marble (*Euchloe olympia*) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Paw Paw quad (39078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **500** - Orange Sulphur (*Colias eurytheme*) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **500** - Orange Sulphur (*Colias eurytheme*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **500** - Orange Sulphur (*Colias eurytheme*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **500** - Orange Sulphur (*Colias eurytheme*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **500** - Orange Sulphur (*Colias eurytheme*) recorded by Emily Carter Mitchell was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (38076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Oldtown quad (39078_E5) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Love Point quad (39076_A3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Deal Island quad (38075_B8) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by David Illig was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Falls Church quad (38077_H2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 500 - Orange Sulphur (Colias eurytheme) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 565 - Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 565 - Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 565 - Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 565 - Painted Lady (Vanessa cardui) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 493 - Palamedes Swallowtail (Papilio palamedes) recorded by Gale Janiszewski was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Falls Church quad (39076_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Cumberland quad (39078_F7) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Lydia Fravel was new for the Indian Head quad (38077_E2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Baltimore East quad (39076_C5) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Saxis quad (37075_H6) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Hunter Cheuvront was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Dean Mahlstedt was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Emmitsburg quad (39077_F3) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 554 - Pearl Crescent (Phyciodes tharos) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Clare Allocca** was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Mary Sweet** was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Mike Sheehan** was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Whaleysville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Tim Carney** was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Wye Mills quad (38076_H1) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Clare Allocca** was new for the Falls Church quad (38077_H2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Jane Kostenko** was new for the Hollywood West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Pauline Horn** was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_A3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Love Point quad (38075_A3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Boxiron quad (38075_A3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Robert Ferraro** was new for the Davis quad (39079_B4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Boyer and McDowell** was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Josh Emm** was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Lynn Strauss** was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Mary Sweet** was new for the Phoenix quad (39076_E5) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Jim Brighton** was new for the Oxford quad (38076_F2) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **554** - Pearl Crescent (**Phyciodes tharos**) recorded by **Rick Borchelt** was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Perryman quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **608** - Peck's Skipper (**Polites peckius**) recorded by **Mark Johnson** was new for the Rising Sun quad (39076_F1) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID **487** - Pipevine Swallowtail (**Battus philenor**) recorded by **Clare Allocca** was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID **558** - Question Mark (**Polygonia interrogationis**) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Widewater quad (39077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Austin Jennings was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the Broomes Island quad (38076_D5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Anna Schrad was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Wendy R. Fredericks was new for the Washington West quad (38077_H1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Maddie Koenig was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Gaithersburg quad (39077_B2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Matthew Beziet was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Port Tobacco quad (38077_E1) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Bob Cammarata was new for the Mount Storm quad (39079_C2) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Nanjemoy quad (38077_D2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 558 - Question Mark (*Polygonia interrogationis*) recorded by Mark Johnson was new for the White Marsh quad (39076_D4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 618 - Rare Skipper (*Problems bulenta*) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Chincamacoco River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Maddie Koenig was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Gaithersburg quad (39077_B2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacoco River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whaleysville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Richard Orr was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Austin Jennings was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (*Vanessa atalanta*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Tingles Island quad (38075_B2) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Matthew Beziat was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Oldtown quad (38077_E5) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Princess Anne quad (38075_B6) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Langford Creek quad (39076_A2) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Wendy Alexander was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 566 - Red Admiral (Vanessa atalanta) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Dividing Creek quad (38075_B3) in Somerset Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Ridgeley quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Wendy Bell was new for the Baltimore West quad (39076_C6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Shannon Schade was new for the Langford Creek quad (39076_A2) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 520 - Red-banded Hairstreak (Calycopis cecrops) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Bob Cammarata was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Myersville quad (39077_E5) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Wendy R. Fredericks was new for the Washington West quad (38077_H1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Boyer and McDowell was new for the Avilton quad (39079_F1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Kirsten Johnson was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Gibson Island quad (39076_A4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Elicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Lori Byrne was new for the Love Point quad (39076_A3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Mary B. Hollinger was new for the Prince Frederick quad (38076_E5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cambridge quad (38076_E1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Bel Air quad (39076_E3) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Smithsburg quad (39077_F5) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Robert Ferraro was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Richard Orr was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Manchester quad (39076_F8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Bob Ringer was new for the New Windsor quad (39077_E1) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Wendy Alexander was new for the Curtis Bay quad (39076_B5) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by William Wise was new for the La Plata quad (38076_E8) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Boyer and McDowell was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wetipquin quad (38075_C7) in Wicomico Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Hollywood quad (38076_C5) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 568 - Red-spotted Purple (Limenitis arthemis) recorded by Dean Mahlstedt was new for the Cockeysville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Emmitsburg quad (39077_F3) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by David Illig was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Baltimore East quad (39076_C5) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Cambridge quad (39076_E1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by John R. Whitaker was new for the Washington West quad (38077_H1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Lisa Shannon was new for the Kensington quad (39077_A1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Falls Church quad (38077_H2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (Atalopedes campestris) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the quad () in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (38076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Washington East quad (39076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 616 - Sachem (*Atalopedes campestris*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 634 - Salt Marsh Skipper (*Panoquina panoquin*) recorded by Jim Moore was new for the Point Lookout quad (38076_A3) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 634 - Salt Marsh Skipper (*Panoquina panoquin*) recorded by Jim Moore was new for the Queenstown quad (38076_H2) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Church Creek quad (38076_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Jerald Reb was new for the Kent Island quad (38076_H3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Dennis Frayel was new for the Indian Head quad (38077_E2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Clai borne quad (38076_G3) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Cumberland quad (39078_F7) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Bonnie Bell was new for the Germantown quad (39077_B3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Public Landing quad (38075_B3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 580 - Silver-spotted Skipper (*Epargyreus clarus*) recorded by Dave Webb was new for the Bay View quad (39075_F8) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID 539 - Silvery Blue (*Glaucopsyche lygdamus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 539 - Silvery Blue (Glaucopsyche lygdamus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (38078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Evitts Creek quad (39078_F6) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Conowingo Dam quad (39076_F2) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedsyville quad (39077_D6) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Bob Cammarata was new for the Buckeystown quad (39077_C4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Deale quad (38076_G5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Cumberland quad (39078_F7) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Falls Church quad (38077_H2) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Robert Ferraro was new for the Seneca quad (39077_A3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 552 - Silvery Checkerspot (Chlosyne nycteis) recorded by Wayne Longbottom was new for the Langford Creek quad (39076_A2) in Kent Co. (View)
Species ID 589 - Sleepy Duskywing (Erynnis brizo) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 589 - Sleepy Duskywing (Erynnis brizo) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Urbana quad (39077_C3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 589 - Sleepy Duskywing (Erynnis brizo) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Paw Paw quad (38078_E4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Perryman quad (39076_D2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Nanjemoy quad (38077_D2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Jim Wilkinson was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 507 - Sleepy Orange (Abaeis nicippe) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 613 - Southern Broken-Dash (Wallengrenia otho) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 613 - Southern Broken-Dash (Wallengrenia otho) recorded by Bob Ringler was new for the Rhodesdale quad (38075_E7) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 613 - Southern Broken-Dash (Wallengrenia otho) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 584 - Southern Cloudywing (Thorybes bathyllus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 584 - Southern Cloudywing (Thorybes bathyllus) recorded by Kevin Heffernan was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 584 - Southern Cloudywing (Thorybes bathyllus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the Federalsburg quad (38075_F7) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whaleyville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Wendy R. Fredericks was new for the Washington West quad (38077_H1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Anacostia quad (38076_G8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Jane Kostenko was new for the Saint Marys City quad (38076_B4) in St. Mary's Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Matthew Beziet was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Clare Allocca was new for the Sharptown quad (38075_E6) in Wicomico Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keedysville quad (39077_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 492 - Spicebush Swallowtail (Papilio troilus) recorded by Maren Gimpel was new for the Church Hill quad (39075_B8) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Mike Sheehan was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Ellicott City quad (39076_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Frederick quad (39077_D4) in Frederick Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Erica Weick was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Ridgely quad (38075_H8) in Caroline Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the Deale quad (38076_G5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Dave Webb was new for the Phoenix quad (39076_E5) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Norrisville quad (38076_F5) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Aberdeen quad (39076_E2) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Emily Stanley was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 536 - Summer Azure (Celastrina neglecta) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 599 - Swarthy Skipper (Nastra lherminier) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Wango quad (38075_C4) in Wicomico Co. (View)
Species ID 599 - Swarthy Skipper (Nastra lherminier) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 599 - Swarthy Skipper (Nastra lherminier) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Conowingo Dam quad (39076_F2) in Cecil Co. (View)
Species ID 599 - Swarthy Skipper (Nastra lherminier) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 599 - Swarthy Skipper (Nastra lherminier) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Keeedysville quad (39076_D6) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 571 - Tawny Emperor (Asterocampa clyton) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Oldtown quad (39078_E5) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 571 - Tawny Emperor (Asterocampa clyton) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 571 - Tawny Emperor (Asterocampa clyton) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Church Creek quad (38078_E2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 571 - Tawny Emperor (Asterocampa clyton) recorded by Paul Petkus was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 609 - Tawny-edged Skipper (Polites themistocles) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 609 - Tawny-edged Skipper (Polites themistocles) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 609 - Tawny-edged Skipper (Polites themistocles) recorded by Gary Van Velsir was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 609 - Tawny-edged Skipper (Polites themistocles) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39076_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 609 - Tawny-edged Skipper (Polites themistocles) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Anacostia quad (38076_G8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by David Illig was new for the Odenton quad (39076_A6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Emily Carter Mitchell was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Jim Brighton was new for the Wetipquin quad (38075_C7) in Wicomico Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Phoenix quad (39076_E5) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Chincamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Laurel quad (39076_A7) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Finksburg quad (39076_D8) in Carroll Co. (View)
Species ID 544 - Variegated Fritillary (Euptoieta claudia) recorded by Mark Etheridge was new for the East New Market quad (38075_E8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **544** - Variegated Fritillary (*Euptoieta claudia*) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **544** - Variegated Fritillary (*Euptoieta claudia*) recorded by **Mike Sheehan** was new for the Elkton City quad (38076_C7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **544** - Variegated Fritillary (*Euptoieta claudia*) recorded by **Wayne Longbottom** was new for the Annapolis quad (38076_H4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Kimberly Booth** was new for the Friendsville quad (39079_F4) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Golden Hill quad (38076_D2) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Jerald Reh** was new for the Kent Island quad (38076_H3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Chicamacomico River quad (38075_D8) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Emily Carter Mitchell** was new for the Round Bay quad (39076_A5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Josh Emm** was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Wendy Alexander** was new for the Curtis Bay quad (39076_B5) in Baltimore City (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Austin Jennings** was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **569** - Viceroy (*Limenitis archippus*) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Blackwater River quad (38076_D1) in Dorchester Co. (View)
Species ID **4869** - West Virginia White (*Pieris virginiensis*) recorded by **Boyer and McDowell** was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **4869** - West Virginia White (*Pieris virginiensis*) recorded by **Jim Stasz** was new for the Kitzmiller quad (39079_D2) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **16033** - White Admiral (*Limenitis arthemis*) recorded by **Rick Borchelt** was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Josh Emm** was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Erica Weick** was new for the Trappe quad (38076_F1) in Talbot Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Kevin Hefferman** was new for the Clarksville quad (39076_B8) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Savage quad (39076_B7) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Boyer and McDowell** was new for the Barton quad (39079_E1) in Garrett Co. (View)
Species ID **528** - White-M Hairstreak (*Parrhasius m-album*) recorded by **Lisa Shannon** was new for the Washington West quad (39077_H1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **594** - Wild Indigo Duskywing (*Erynnis baptisiae*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Bellegrove quad (39078_F3) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID **594** - Wild Indigo Duskywing (*Erynnis baptisiae*) recorded by **Frode Jacobsen** was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **594** - Wild Indigo Duskywing (*Erynnis baptisiae*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **594** - Wild Indigo Duskywing (*Erynnis baptisiae*) recorded by **Mary Sweet** was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Sparrows Point quad (39076_B4) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Georgia McDonald** was new for the Seneca quad (39077_A3) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Sue Muller** was new for the Great Capon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Gary Van Velsir** was new for the Cockeysville quad (39076_D6) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Queenstown quad (38076_H2) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID **621** - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by **Bill Hubick** was new for the Reisterstown quad (39076_D7) in Baltimore Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Rick Borchelt was new for the Cherry Run quad (39078_F1) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Beltsville quad (39078_A8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Bristol quad (38076_G6) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Lisa Shannon was new for the Kensington quad (39077_A1) in Montgomery Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Havre De Grace quad (39076_E1) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Jesse Christopherson was new for the Washington East quad (38076_H8) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Josh Emm was new for the Ninepin Branch quad (38075_C3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Mary Sweet was new for the Jarrettsville quad (39076_E4) in Harford Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Clear Spring quad (39077_F8) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Mark Eanes was new for the Cumberland quad (39078_F7) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Jim Stasz was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 621 - Zabulon Skipper (*Poanes zabulon*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Jerald Reb was new for the Kent Island quad (38076_H3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Judy Gallagher was new for the Widewater quad (38077_D3) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Lynn Strauss was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Tyler Bell was new for the South River quad (38076_H5) in Anne Arundel Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Sue Muller was new for the Great Cacapon quad (39078_E3) in Washington Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Frode Jacobsen was new for the Lower Marlboro quad (38076_F6) in Prince George's Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Bill Cecil was new for the Snow Hill quad (38075_B4) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Lori Byrne was new for the Hughesville quad (38076_E7) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Karyn Molines was new for the North Beach quad (38076_F5) in Calvert Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Whaleyville quad (38075_D3) in Worcester Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Dennis Fravel was new for the Indian Head quad (38077_E2) in Charles Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Dean Mahlstedt was new for the Relay quad (39076_B6) in Howard Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Kimberly Booth was new for the Artemas quad (39078_F4) in Allegany Co. (View)
Species ID 488 - Zebra Swallowtail (*Eurytides marcellus*) recorded by Bill Hubick was new for the Love Point quad (39076_A3) in Queen Anne's Co. (View)